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appealed for another Congress to deal with the matter. But
Canning was not to be moved. Furthermore, he gave the
United States ambassador assurances that Britain would
never countenance the subjugation of the young republics.
These assurances had an important outcome. From the first
the United States had resolved to keep out of " European
entanglements." The Czar had tried to break down this
aloofness, inviting them to take part in the Congress of Aix,
upbraiding them for recognising the independence of the South
American Republics (1822), and latterly adopting quite a
threatening tone. Canning's declaration now encouraged
President Monroe to make an emphatic statement of policy, to
the effect that the United States would regard as an enemy any
European Powrer which tried to intervene anywhere on the
American continents (N46).
Canning could not help feeling a little sore that Monroe had
stolen a march on him by being the first to adopt this attitude
of defiance, especially as the United States could not have made
the challenge effective without the support of the British Navy.
He therefore published his earlier memorandum to France,
in order to prove that he had taken the initiative in the matter ;
and in January 1825 he announced that the British Government
formally recognised the independence of Colombia, Chile and
Argentina. In defending this action in Parliament, Canning
used a characteristically magniloquent phrase about " calling a
New World into existence to redress the balance of the Old "—
ignoring the inconvenient fact that the United States had
anticipated his action by two years and more.
Canning made another exception to his non-intervention
policy in the case of Portugal; for he sent some ships and
regiments to Lisbon to prevent France from restoring an
absolutist government which would have brought to an end the
traditional Anglo-Portuguese trade agreements.
§ 96. the eastern question.—The Concert of Europe had
been fatally weakened by the defection of Britain ; it was finally

